Centre for Non-Conventional Energy Resources
Material Science Laboratory
14, Vigyan Bhavan, University of Rajasthan, Jaipur 302 004

Position available: Junior Research Fellow (JRF)

Applications are invited for one post of JRF for a BRNS (DAE) research project on “Surface Science
Investigations of Metal (Ti, Fe, Ni)/Silicon and Si/Metal Surfaces and Interfaces” for three years,
under Dr I. P. Jain, Principal Investigator. Applicant must have strong research interest in surface
science and be willing to work at various laboratories, e.g. UGC-DAE Consortium Indore, CAT Indore,
NSC New Delhi, IOP Bhubneshwar and IGCAR Kalpakkam.

Qualification: M.Sc. Physics, with minimum 55% marks.

Fellowship: Rs 8000/- p.m. + 15% HRA

Applications: On plain paper with full biodata, testimonials and copies of the marksheets with tele-
phone number, fax no., e-mail if any, so as to reach within 15 days from the date of this advertise-
ment. No TA/DA will be paid for attending the interview.

e-mail: ipjain46@sify.com
Fax no. 0141-2710880
Ph. No. 0104-2701602, Mobile: 9440424415

I. P. Jain
Director

Indian Institute of Science
Bangalore 560 012

Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore, is looking for exceptionally bright Indian
nationals for faculty positions in the Department of Civil Engineering. The Candidates
must have a PhD degree with an established record of independent high quality
research and a commitment to teaching. For details regarding how to apply and areas
of current research in the department, you may please visit: http://www.iisc.ernet.in,
http://civil.iisc.ernet.in or contact recruit@civil.iisc.ernet.in

Registrar